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Abstract: In this paper, a fixed-switching-frequency modulated model predictive control (M2PC)
is established for a two-level three-phase voltage source inverter (VSI) working in an islanded AC
microgrid. These small-scale power systems are composed by two or more VSIs which interface
DGs, controlling the voltage amplitude and frequency in the system, and simultaneously sharing
the load active and reactive power. Generally, these operational characteristics are achieved using
hierarchical linear control loops, but with challenging limitations such as slow transient reaction to
disturbances and high proneness to be affected by parameter modifications. Model predictive control
may solve these issues. Nevertheless, the most used and developed predictive control scheme, the
finite-set model predictive control (FS-MPC), presents the drawback of having the harmonic spectrum
spread over all the frequencies. This brings issues with coupling between the different hierarchical
control levels of the whole microgrid system, and eventually, when designing the filters for main-grid
connection. This paper aims to solve these issues by developing the fixed-switching-frequency M2PC
working with higher-level control loops for operation in an islanded AC microgrid. These advantages
are proved in an AC microgrid configuration where methodology for paralleling multiple M2PC-
regulated VSIs is described, with rapid transient response, inherent stability, and fully decentralised
operation of individual VSIs, achieving proper load power sharing, eliminating circular currents,
and proper waveforms for output currents and capacitor voltages. All these achievements have been
confirmed via simulation and experimental verification.

Keywords: AC microgrid; fixed-switching-frequency modulated model predictive control; voltage
source inverter; power sharing; droop control

MSC: 93C95

1. Introduction

As part of the emerging clean energy technologies for decarbonising the energy
systems, microgrids play a paramount role as they are compatible with renewable en-
ergy sources, especially in territories with high availability of these energy sources [1].
A common configuration of an AC microgrid with its control system can be seen in Figure 1.
This new type of power system provides improved reliability and flexibility compared to
individual energy sources by bringing together multiple distributed generators (DGs) [2]. A
key feature of microgrids is their capacity of operating in both grid-connected and islanded
modes [3,4]. For stable and economically feasible operation, a microgrid in an islanded
mode must have the active and reactive powers of the DGs proportionally shared by their
respective power ratings [5].
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The way to exert proportional power sharing without any external communication is
by utilising droop control between the VSIs embedded in the microgrid system [6].

Microgrids, under grid-connected operation, can exchange energy with the main grid.
Consequently, the microgrid takes the voltage and frequency references from the main
grid [7]. On the other hand, a microgrid operating in islanded mode is not influenced by
the main grid. For referencing its voltage and frequency levels, islanded microgrids use
VSI-interfaced DG units [8]. Consequently, power sharing between the DG units may be
hampered by several issues, e.g., dissimilarities in line impedances, unequal voltage levels,
and local loads, among others [7].

In microgrids with paralleled power converters, the appearance of circulating currents
has become a potentially damaging issue to deal with, even leading to overloaded inverters,
reductions in power quality, growth of losses and impacts on system efficiency [9]. The
reason behind the appearance of these circulating currents is due to discords in voltages,
line impedances or among phases [10]. Circulating currents are not a significant problem in
traditional power systems, due to the fact that transmission lines in main grids are capable
of reducing these currents, whereas microgrids have smaller impedances that prevent
elimination of circulating currents from the system [7].

Given the relevance of circulating currents is demonstrated by the fact that most control
schemes developed are aimed at solving them, using power sharing between inverters, and
taking into consideration mismatches in the line impedances in the microgrid [11]. The
nature of the circulating currents can be both active and reactive and are due to mismatches
between the output voltages of the VSIs. The damaging effect over the system is also
dependent on the microgrid´s R/X ratio. A technique that can be used together with
droop control is the virtual impedance method [7]. Their combination is able to deliver
satisfactory power sharing results and represents a highly feasible tool for decentralised
control of microgrids [12], though it may lead to an increase in harmonic disturbances in
the output waveforms of the system [13].
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Figure 1. Diagram of a power converter-interfaced microgrid with DGs, with decentralised control
for power converters and a central controller at the PCC interfacing the main grid.

This power sharing control among the several DGs in a microgrid is referred to as
primary control or outer-loop in a decentralised and hierarchical control-based microgrid’s
architecture. Additionally, there is the inner-loop voltage–current feedback control that
operates in the VSI interfacing each of the DGs in the microgrid [9,14].

Nevertheless, when using cascade linear control, the effectiveness of droop control
may worsen, with slow dynamics for dealing with disturbances and sudden step-changes,
and adding harmonics content at low frequencies [7]. This is where the MPC scheme
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appears as a feasible and improved solution due to its fast transient features that allow
it to operate under microgrid environments [1,3], even appearing as a very feasible and
attractive solution for DC microgrids [15].

The advantage of using MPC lays on its nature and mathematical architecture: the
utilisation of the system model to be controlled, in this case, the VSI [16]. For this, future be-
haviour of the VSI can be predicted and the optimal switching state of the power converter
can also be obtained in agreement to a specifically designed cost function [1,16].

On the other side, FS-MPC employs the former mentioned control scheme, presenting
a stimulating approach owing to its benefits such as fast dynamic response, straightforward
incorporation of nonlinearities and constraints, and the possibility of including several
control objectives utilising a single control loop, among others [17]. Nevertheless, FS-MPC
has a well-known disadvantage: the variable switching frequency obtained at the converter
output, affects the design of the required power filters to properly connect with the main
grid [17] or for working in a grid-connected microgrid.

To deal with the problems associated with having variable switching frequency at
the converter output, several strategies have been proposed to keep it fixed; obtaining
the fundamental frequency at the output of the FS-MPC algorithm by using a low-pass
filter and then synthesising using a modulator [18]; a digital bandstop filter is introduced
in the cost function for shaping the frequency spectrum of the currents [19]. However,
the damaging influence on the dynamic realisation of the FS-MPC algorithm, renders
it inappropriate for high-performance applications [17]. Alternatively, for obtaining the
converter voltage reference, a dead-beat predictive controller is used, and the commutation
signals are obtained utilising space vector modulation (SVM) for a two-level grid-connected
converter; thus, fixed-switching-frequency can be achieved [20].

Another path for producing fixed-switching-frequency, utilising an SVM algorithm to
synthesise waveforms at the power converter output corresponds to a modified FS-MPC
developed in [21]. Therein, this control scheme is a denominated modulated model-
predictive control (M2PC) and can function under fixed-switching-frequency mode with
the same advantages that mainstream FS-MPC offers. In [22], an M2PC strategy is used to
control a multilevel solid-state transformer based on cascaded H-bridge power converter
topology, using a multiobjective weighted-total-cost function for the current and the DC-
link voltage. Furthermore, M2PC is investigated in [17], where it is applied to control
a three-level neutral-point-clamped (NPC) inverter, using a multiobjective cost function
to concurrently control the current that is injected into the grid and to carry out the
equilibrium of the DC-link capacitor voltages, using weighting factors in the cost function.
Moreover, the authors in [17] investigate the use of a single-objective cost function to avoid
the drawback that may consider adjusting the weighting factors, controlling the current
and using redundant vectors to stabilise the DC-link capacitor voltages. In [23], a fast
and fixed-switching-frequency MPC was investigated. By comparing the performance of
traditional FS-MPC with the two fixed-switching-frequency MPC algorithms as proposed
by the authors, the results show that the two last ones revealed that the harmonics spectrum
is mainly focused around the switching frequency and its multiple switching frequencies.
Their obtained results show that the switching frequencies cause harmonics spectrum with
behaviour similar to the traditional space vector PWM (SVPWM) method and favourable to
filter design. As expected, traditional FS-MPC showed that the current harmonics spectrum
is distributed over different frequencies.

A different approach to fix the harmonics spectrum of a given frequency and its
multiples is developed in [24], whereby to the MPC algorithm, in its cost function, some
factors were added to achieve behaviour similar to that of a modulator, tracking a switching
frequency reference: notch control (resonant filter [8]), periodic control, etc. These frequency
control algorithms are added to the FS-MPC algorithm. These findings were not evaluated
in a microgrid system.

Throughout the years, M2PC has continued receiving significant attention among re-
searchers as applications to grid-connected power converters has risen as a very important
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aspect [9,25]. For instance, in [26] a modified M2PC was developed to improve perfor-
mance with an optimisation near the hexagonal limit of voltage vectors and sector limits.
This approach was not proved for islanded AC microgrids. As mentioned before, re-
search on LCL-filtered and grid-connected power converters is very close to microgrids
research. In this way, the authors in [27] developed a fixed-switching-frequency M2PC
with continuous and discontinuous modulation for grid-tied converters with LCL filters.
A very interesting issue, and perhaps one of the main drivers to further advance the re-
search in M2PC, is that conventional FS-MPC will not fulfil grid codes for controlling
grid-connected converters. This refers to the maximum current harmonics at the PCC
with the main grid being 4.0% [9]. Thus, the work in [27] accomplishes this with those
grid codes. Another interesting trend noted to achieve the advantages of both the fixed-
switching-frequency and the M2PC, is the utilisation of artificial neural networks (ANN)
to optimally define the duty cycles of the active vectors, improving the results for the
harmonics spectrum but with an increase in computational burden compared to M2PC [28].

Referring to the employment of FS-MPC and M2PC in the coordinated control of
paralleled power converters in microgrids, it remains a field still in its infancy [1] and
rarely reported in the coordinated control of multiple converters in microgrids [29]. Re-
search on predictive control applied to paralleled inverters can be mentioned as in [30],
where a multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) state-space model is developed, obtaining
well-suited operation on both voltage-reference tracking and current sharing objectives.
Nevertheless, the predictive controller is developed as a central controller, disallowing
independent operation of the inverters. In another publication [31], the MPC scheme has
been developed with an external-communication-based centralised control system for coor-
dinating parallel operation of different VSIs interfacing DGs within a microgrid. Although
centralised control may have proper operational ratings, it is bound to the availability of a
dedicated communication system, leading to higher costs for microgrid system implemen-
tation [32]. In [29], a model predictive power control scheme and a model predictive voltage
control are developed, to control buck-boost converters that interface the battery energy
storage systems, and to control, combined with a direct droop control, the parallel inverters
that interface the renewable energy sources, respectively. In that investigation, cost function
is utilised to realise multiple control objectives and to select the optimal switching state.
Nevertheless, the authors in [29] did not analyse the harmonics components in the obtained
waveforms. In [33], an FS-MPC strategy is applied to standalone AC microgrids with two
paralleled two-level three-phase voltage source converters, adding a cost function that
simultaneously keeps track of several control objectives such as voltage regulation in the
capacitor of the LC filter, implements a current restriction, penalises the switching effort,
and adds a term for better tracking of the derivative of the capacitor voltage. This strategy
proves to operate fully decentralised and each VSI is able to do it completely independent.
Nevertheless, drawbacks of using FS-MPC are kept considering the harmonics spectrum,
referring to its spread throughout the whole frequency range.

To deal with operation of paralleled-VSIs, delivering proper current and voltages,
in terms of harmonics spectrum, this article presents a fixed-switching-frequency mod-
ulated model predictive control (M2PC) strategy applied to two-level three-phase VSI
operating in an isolated AC microgrid. Droop control with virtual resistance is used to
generate the reference voltage for the inner-loop and to realise load-power sharing among
two VSIs operating in parallel in the islanded AC microgrid. The fixed-switching-frequency
predictive control applied in this work can achieve steady-state performance while its
transient response is significantly improved. Proper load-power sharing and elimination of
circulating currents are achieved by using this M2PC strategy for a two-level three-phase
VSI in an islanded AC microgrid. The main contributions of this paper to the field are:

1. Application of the fixed-switching-frequency M2PC scheme to a VSI into a decentralised
and hierarchically controlled AC microgrid, fixing harmonics spectrum to a single
frequency, while keeping fast transient response and stability in the microgrid system.
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2. Implementation of an M2PC algorithm with a multivariable cost function to enhance
the injected output current and the voltage in the islanded AC microgrid system.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, the system of the VSI and
the LCL filters are described, with their respective mathematical models. Section 3 presents
the fixed-switching-frequency M2PC with a detailed description of this control strategy
established as the inner-controller of the VSI with the LCL filters. In Section 4, the primary
control of the islanded AC microgrid system is discussed, along with several associated con-
siderations and limitations. The methodology of building the AC microgrid from paralleled
VSIs using fixed-switching-frequency M2PC is also described in Section 4. Simulations
results are given in Section 5. The experimental results are provided in Section 6. Simulation
and experimental results are then discussed in Section 7, and finally, concluding remarks
are given in Section 8 in addition to summary tables of the state-of-the-art developments on
fixed-switching-frequency modulated model predictive control and microgrid applications.

2. System Description

In this section, the VSI and the LCL filter are described, together with their respective
mathematical models.

2.1. Two-Level Three-Phase Voltage Source Inverter

The power converter used in this research corresponds to a DC–AC-type power
converter. This voltage source inverter has three legs, each with two power switches,
MOSFETs. A diagram of the two-level three-phase VSI can be seen in Figure 2.

This equipment is capable of generating a three-phase PWM type voltage at the output
or AC side, at the frequency established in the control [34,35].

For its operation, it must be considered that on the same leg, two switches must never
be on, since the voltage source would be short-circuited. Furthermore, it is advisable to have
both switches on the same leg off, because control over the current injected into the load can
be lost [35].

This type of power converter is the most elementary and commonly utilised topology
in AC microgrids. In Figure 2, an LCL filter is connected at the terminals for attenuating the
switching harmonics, allowing grid-forming operation, controlling capacitor voltage [33].

Considering the above information, for its correct use, in Table 1, valid combinations
for the switches are shown. Mathematically, the voltage on the AC side, with respect to the
negative voltage on the DC side, is given by the matrix of Equation (1).
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v̄i =




S1
S3
S5


vdc (1)

The voltage vectors’ values obtained from (1) are shown in Table 1 according to the
signals Sa, Sb, and Sc. The two possible values that the gate signals can take are 1 or 0.

Then, the VSI can be in eight (23) possible switch configurations. Considering the
neutral N from Figure 2, the voltage of each leg of the VSI can be obtained by multiplying
the DC-link voltage with the state of the same VSI’s leg:

vaN = Sa · vdc

vbN = Sb · vdc

vcN = Sc · vdc

(2)

To obtain the effective voltages utilised across each phase, common mode voltage vnN
must be subtracted from Equation (2). By considering Kirchhoff’s voltage law, the common
mode voltage can then be obtained using:

vnN =
vaN + vbN + vcN

3
(3)

Then, the effective phase voltage are given by:

vaN = vaN − vnN

vbN = vbN − vnN

vcN = vcN − vnN

(4)

Table 1. Switch configurations and complex voltage vectors used in two-level three phase VSI.

Sa Sb Sc Voltage Vector v̄i

0 0 0 v̄0 = 0
1 0 0 v̄1 = 2

3 vdc
1 1 0 v̄2 = 1

3 vdc + j
√

3
3 vdc

0 1 0 v̄3 = − 1
3 vdc + j

√
3

3 vdc
0 1 1 v̄4 = − 2

3 vdc
0 0 1 v̄5 = − 1

3 vdc − j
√

3
3 vdc

1 0 1 v̄6 = 1
3 vdc − j

√
3

3 vdc
1 1 1 v̄7 = 0

On the other side, to achieve favourable control performance for proposing a model
predictive control, MPC, the two-level three-phase VSI will be modelled using a stationary
αβ orthogonal reference frame considering balanced conditions, using the amplitude invari-
ant Clarke transformation T̄ from abc to αβ reference frame as shown in Equation (5) [36].

T̄ =

[
xα

xβ

]
=

√
2
3

[
1 − 1

2 − 1
2

0
√

3
2

√
3

2

]


xa
xb
xc


 (5)

The signal x in Equation (5) can be referred to as voltage or current signals. Conse-
quently, expressions for the three-phase voltages v and currents i are as follows:

v̄ = vα + jvβ = T̄
[
va vb vc

]′

ī = iα + jiβ = T̄
[
ia ib ic

]′ (6)
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Considering Equations (5) and (6) for converting the voltages from Equation (4) for all
eight possible switch configurations, the equivalent voltage input vectors v̄i are able to be
acquired in the complex αβ reference frame, as shown in Table 1.

2.2. LCL filter

In Figure 2 the typical configuration of the two-level three-phase equipped with the
LCL filter can be seen. Through this filter, the power from the DG flows to the rest of the
islanded AC microgrid. The used LCL filter for each phase has its components defined as
L f , C f , and Lg, that are filter inductance, filter capacitance, and grid inductance, respectively.
For sake of simplicity and further explanation, in Figure 3, the equivalent circuit in the
stationary αβ reference frame of the filter is shown. Then, the complex state variables are
as follows:
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−→v f = v f α + jv f β,
−→vg = vgα + jvgβ.
−→
i f = i f α + ji f β

−→
ig = igα + jigβ

(7)

The state-space model of the system in continuous-time can be explained considering
Kirchhoff voltage and current laws:

dx
dt

= Ax + B−→v inv + E−→v g (8)

where the state vector x =
[ −→

i f
−→v f
−→
ig
]T . The matrices A, B, and E are as follows:

A =




− R f
L f
− 1

L f
0

1
C f

0 − 1
C f

0 1
Lg
− Rg

Lg


 (9)

B =




1
L f

0
0


 (10)
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and

E =




0
0
− 1

Lg


 (11)

with R f and Rg are the equivalent series resistance of inductance L f and Lg, respectively.
Due to the small values of these resistances, they can be perfectly neglected for the design
of the controller [37].

The continuous model of the LCL system shown in Equation (8) may be discretised to
get the predictive equation, for the application of a digitally implemented control law, as
follows [37,38]:

x(k + 1) = Adx(k) + Bd
−→v inv(k) + Ed

−→v g(k) (12)

with k as the present time instant. Considering that the sampling time is Ts, the discrete
matrices Ad, Bd, and Ed can be described as:

Ad = eATs (13)

and

Bd =
∫ Ts

0
eAτBdτ (14)

and

Ed =
∫ Ts

0
eAτEdτ (15)

3. Modulated Model-Predictive Control
3.1. Multiobjective Cost Function

A crucial portion of the M2PC strategy is the determination of the cost function to
evaluate the predictions against the references. Here, the control objectives are included.
For this research, there are two control objectives: the capacitor voltage, v f , and the output
current, io.

In this way, the established multiobjective cost function is as follows:

gi = λio · (i∗oαβ
− ip

oαβ
)2 + λv f · (v∗fαβ

− vp
fαβ
)2 (16)

where λio and λv f are the weighting factors for the output current io and capacitor voltage
v f , respectively. ip

oαβ
and vp

fαβ
are the predicted values of the output current vector and the

capacitor voltages obtained, respectively, and i∗oαβ
and v∗fαβ

are the output current reference
and capacitor voltage reference, respectively.

3.2. Space Vector Modulation

The developed M2PC scheme includes a modulation stage [21,39]. The necessary
modulation for the two-level three-phase VSI corresponds to the SVM algorithm in the αβ
reference frame. In Figure 4, the SVM can be seen; it is utilised to operate the VSI switches.

For each sector, Sj, of the valid switching states of the two-level three-phase VSI, the
capacitor voltage vectors for the next sampling time, v f 1(k + 1) and v f 2(k + 1), are predicted
using the discrete-time mathematical model of the LCL filter from Equation (12).

The prediction of the two active vectors that compose each sector at every sampling
time are evaluated separately in the cost function gi defined in Equation (16).
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Then, for calculating the duty cycles for each sector, Sj, of the SVM, the following set
of equations is solved:

d0 = K/g0

d1 = K/g1

d2 = K/g2

d0 + d1 + d2 = Ts

(17)

where d0 corresponds to the duty cycle of a zero vector which is evaluated once.
For finding the expression K, the system of equations in (17) are solved, thus providing

the duty cycles for each vector, as follows:

d0 =
Ts · g1 · g2

(g0 · g1 + g1 · g2 + g0 · g2)

d1 =
Ts · g0 · g2

(g0 · g1 + g1 · g2 + g0 · g2)

d2 =
Ts · g0 · g1

(g0 · g1 + g1 · g2 + g0 · g2)

(18)

From the equations in (18), the new cost function, which is assessed at every sampling
instant, Ts, is defined as:

g(k + 1) = d1 · g1 + d2 · g2 (19)

The new cost function defined in (19) is evaluated and the two vectors that minimise
it are applied to the power converter at the next sampling instant.

Once the duty cycles are obtained and the optimal vectors are selected to apply them,
a switching sequence procedure, which can be seen in Figure 5, is utilised with the objective
of applying the two active vectors and the two zero vectors [39].
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4. Alternating-Current Microgrids with Multiple M2PC Regulated Voltage
Source Inverters
4.1. Power Sharing Control

The diagram depicted in Figure 6 represents two VSIs sharing a common load con-
nected to an AC microgrid bus through distribution lines with complex impedances,
Zoi = Roi + jXoi. For establishing the control strategy of these connected power converters,
active and reactive power are exchanged through the distribution lines of the AC microgrid.
Then, considering hierarchical control in microgrids, this power exchange can be regulated
by power sharing control which can be classified as primary control [3,33,40].
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Figure 6. Diagram of two VSIs sharing a load connected to an AC microgrid by way of complex
impedances Zoi = Roi + jXoi.

Power sharing control is implemented in grid-supporting power converters to keep
the microgrid voltage frequency and amplitude under control [14]. Each inverter in the
microgrid must have an external power loop based on droop control, also called decen-
tralised control. One of the advantages of using this control is that it does not require
communication among the inverters of the microgrid, eliminating the limits imposed by
physical location of DGs in the microgrid and improving its performance [14,41].

Droop control is heavily influenced by the impedance values of the microgrid´s
distribution lines. Given an ideal VSI that is coupled to the load via a given line impedance,
Zoi, the active and reactive powers that the VSI will deliver to the grid are as follows [7]:

Pi =
Vi

R2
oi + X2

oi

[
Roi (Vi −VMG cos δi) + XoiVMG sin δi

]
(20)

Qi =
Vi

R2
oi + X2

oi

[
− RoiVMG sin δi + Xoi (Vi −VMG cos δi)

]
(21)
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where Pi and Qi are the active and reactive powers, respectively, flowing from the source
1 (VSI) to 2, the grid, Vi and VMG are the voltage values of these sources. Furthermore, δi
represents the phase-angle difference between the two voltages, and Zoi = Roi + jXoi is the
distribution line impedance [3,33,42].

As can be seen in Equations (20) and (21), Pi and Qi swap depends on both Vi and
δi; therefore, these both powers are not able to be controlled independently by those
variables [33,43]. A technique that is accepted to solve this issue is to enforce the effective
output impedance seen by the VSI to become purely resistive or inductive via control
efforts. This technique is known as virtual impedance [33,43].

4.2. Virtual Impedance

The output impedance, as seen by the VSI, determines the effectiveness of the power
sharing [40]. It is more recommendable to shape the closed-loop output impedance to
be resistive via the virtual impedance technique [7]. The virtual impedance concept is to
mimic the outcome of an impedance, with the line current being injected back to compute
the virtual impedance voltage drop [7]. It is this voltage drop that has to be subtracted from
the capacitor voltage reference which is obtained from the droop control, to finally deliver
the capacitor voltage reference [43]. For a system such as the islanded AC microgrid, it
is valid to consider it a resistive system as there are small distance lines with low system-
inertia [44,45].

Addressing the former, a resistive virtual impedance is considered and established for
this research. Due to small distance distribution lines of a microgrid, this virtual resistance
is not changed by frequency, allowing the complete frequency span to be included with a
single feedback loop. This permits more versatile power sharing for nonlinear loads and
throughout transient states. Furthermore, resistive virtual impedance sums up damping
to the system, contributing to the microgrid system’s stability [33]. Then, the established
strategy for the virtual impedance loop, follows the technique developed and used in [1,33],
as follows:

v∗f = vre f − Rv · ioabc (22)

with Rv as the resistive virtual impedance, v∗f is the capacitor voltage reference to be sent
into the cost function (16), while vre f is the voltage reference obtained from the external
droop control.

Then, considering that Rv from Equation (22) is configured sufficiently high to turn
the output impedance into mainly resistive, and assuming that the power angle δi is small
between the voltage vectors at the VSI and the microgrid terminals, it can therefore be
assumed that sin δi ≈ δi, cos δi ≈ 1, and Xoi ≈ 0. Then, Equations (20) and (21) can be
rewritten as [1,33]:

Pi =
Vi
Roi

(Vi −VMG) (23)

Qi = −
Vi VMG

Roi
δi (24)

4.3. Droop Control

Subsequently, for establishing the outer droop control, and considering Equations (23)
and (24), the droop control is designed using the following equations [1,33]:

Ere f = Enom − kp Pcal (25)

ωre f = ωnom + kq Qcal (26)
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where Ere f and ωre f are the reference voltage amplitude and frequency utilised to produce
vre f that is introduced to the virtual impedance loop from Equation (22), and with Enom and
ωnom are nominal voltage amplitude and frequency, respectively. As can be seen in Figure 7,
the droop coefficients kp and kq define the droop curves, and thus, voltage drops and
frequency boosts, given the resistive output impedance. Depending on the power rating of
the VSIs or on the economical aspects of a given generation source, droop coefficients are
determined proportionally [46,47]. Additionally, Pcal and Qcal are instantaneous active and
reactive powers, and are obtained from the following equations [36]:

Pcal = v f α ioα + v f β ioβ (27)

Qcal = v f β ioα − v f α ioβ (28)
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As mentioned in [1,33], Pcal and Qcal from Equations (27) and (28), respectively, must
be damped via low-pass filters that normally have a smaller bandwidth order of magnitude
than underlying loops in hierarchical linear control [3]. This may lead to a very slow
transient reaction. By using MPC as the inner control scheme of each VSI in an AC
microgrid, filtering is not necessary, since, in this case, the speed for the M2PC technique is
only restricted by the sampling time Ts. Additionally, since the variations in Pcal and Qcal
are softened by the droop coefficients, kp and kq, finally, the oscillations in Pcal and Qcal
have an almost negligible effect on the calculation of Ere f and ωre f [1,33].

The droop control strategy described in Equations (25) and (26) is known as P/V and
Q/ f droop control for resistive microgrids [44] or opposite droop control [48], which corre-
sponds to the case of low-voltage grid with impedances being mainly resistive (X << R),
and, hence, the inductive component can be neglected. Due to low-voltage microgrids
frequently have resistive output impedances, a droop feature that is based on an hypothesis
of totally resistive output impedances may also be utilised [7].

This droop control allows for fully decentralised operation, with this representing
one of the main advantages. Nevertheless, it also has some functional restrictions, such as
steady-state deviation [1,33]. This issue has been considered in [49,50]; however, secondary
control of microgrids usually needs extra low-bandwidth communication, an aspect that is
beyond the scope of this work. For proving the droop control strategy in this work, the
exposed droop control strategy is implemented to validate the concept.

In Figure 8, all control structures of the methodology in this research are presented.
The block diagram of the implementation of the proposed fixed-switching-frequency M2PC
scheme is shown along with its details. In this block diagram, it is clearly presented
that the capacitor voltage reference introduced in the M2PC algorithm is built by the
droop controller plus the virtual impedance as described earlier in this section. The inner-
controller of each VSI, as presented in Figure 8, is able to work independently from each
other VSI in the islanded AC microgrid, operating in a decentralised manner. In the next
section, simulation results for the islanded AC microgrid with paralleled LCL-filtered
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VSIs, sharing a load and controlled by the proposed fixed-switching-frequency M2PC
inner-controller are presented.
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Figure 8. Block diagram of the proposed modulated model predictive control scheme for a two-level
three-phase LCL-filtered VSI in an islanded AC microgrid.

5. Simulation Results

To corroborate the concept of the proposed control scheme, simulations in MAT-
LAB/Simulink are carried out. The studied microgrid system consists of an isolated AC
microgrid of two parallel LCL-filtered VSIs, sharing an RL load, as shown in Figure 9. The
parameters of the simulations are listed in Table 2. Nominal parameters and power ratings
of the two DGs are chosen to be the same. Droop control with resistive virtual impedance
external-loop is utilised to produce the voltage reference to feed the predictive model of
the LCL filter to evaluate the multiobjective cost function from Equation (16).
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Table 2. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

DC link voltage, vdc 200 V
Switching frequency (M2PC) 20 kHz

Sampling time, Ts 50µs
CF Weighting factors λio = 40, λv f = 20

LCL filter L f = 2.3 mH, C f = 20 µF, Lg = 1.0 mH
RL load Rl = 10 Ω, Ll = 10 mH

Nominal voltage Enom = 110 V, ωnom = 2π · 50 Hz
Droop coefficients kp = 0.001 V/W, kq = 0.0025 rad/sVar
Line impedance Roi = 0.1 Ω, Loi = 1.114 mH

Virtual resistance Rv= 2 Ω

The simulation results are shown in Figure 10:

• In Figure 10a, the three-phase output current is shown with a load step-change at
t = 0.075 s. A proper response of the M2PC scheme can be observed given this step-load
change. In Figure 10b, total harmonic distortion (THD) of the output current is shown.

• In Figure 10c, the three-phase of the capacitor voltage, v f , is shown. The controlled
voltage corresponds to the capacitor voltage, v f , from the LCL filter for each phase, in
this case, from the VSI 1 (inverter 1) in the isolated AC microgrid. In Figure 10d, THD
of this capacitor voltage, v f , is shown.

• In Figure 10e, the active power sharing of the RL load is shown. It can be seen that the
active power is properly shared among the two inverters in the isolated AC microgrid
as active power load is equally shared between the two VSIs. Additionally, at t = 0.075
s the load step-change is shown.

• In Figure 10f, the reactive power sharing of the RL load is shown. It can be seen that the
reactive power is properly shared among the two inverters in the isolated AC microgrid,
as it is equally shared between the two VSIs. Additionally, at t = 0.075 s the load
step-change is shown.

• In Figure 10g, the circulating currents, icα and icβ, are shown. It can clearly be seen that
circulating currents are properly eliminated from the islanded AC microgrid system.
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Figure 10. Simulations results for the AC microgrid with two paralleled two-level three-phase VSIs:
(a) output current, io, VSI 1 with load step-change at t = 0.075 s, (b) THD of output current, phase
a, ioa, VSI 1 (considering no load step-change), (c) capacitor voltage, v f , VSI 1 (d) THD of capacitor
voltage, phase a, v f a, VSI 1, (considering no load step-change), (e) active power sharing performance
between VSI 1 and VSI 2, Pi, in the AC microgrid with load step-change at t = 0.075 s, (f) reactive
power sharing performance between VSI 1 and VSI 2, Qi, in the AC microgrid with load step-change
at t = 0.075 s, and (g) circulating currents in the AC microgrid after applying virtual resistance, Rv.

6. Experimental Results

To verify the concept of the M2PC applied to the islanded AC microgrid depicted in
Figure 8, a hardware prototype with the two-level three-phase VSI shown in Figure 2 is
implemented and tested in the laboratory. The hardware platform is shown in Figure 11.

The power converter implemented is depicted in Figure 2; the implemented power
switches correspond to MOSFETs. The construction of the modulated predictive controller
was realised in a dSPACE ds1103 control platform. An additional control board, based
on a Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA, Atlys, is connected to the I/O bus expansion available in
the dSPACE ds1103 platform. The mentioned configuration can be seen in Figure 11. In
order to generate the SVM, the slave DSP I/O available in the dSPACE ds1103 platform
is used. In the dSPACE’s Simulink library, a block is available to generate the three-
phase space vector PWM with original and inverted outputs and, if necessary, a variable
deadband [51]. The dSPACE’s block that allows the establishment of the SVM is called
’DS1103SL_DSP_PWMSV’.

Once the six pulses are generated by the dSPACE ds1103 platform, they are fed into
the Atlys FPGA board for adding the required dead-times in each of the MOSFETs legs.
Finally, the generated six gate pulses are sent through optical fibre links to the MOSFET-
gate drives.

ADC ports of the dSPACE ds1103 were used to obtain the readings of capacitor
voltages, v f , filter currents, i f , and outputs currents, io, from the two-level three-phase VSI,
using voltage and current differential clamps.
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Figure 11. Experimental setup: (1) dSPACE ds1103 control platform, (2) oscilloscope for sig-
nal acquisition, (3) two-level three-phase VSI, Atlys FPGA, DC input, (4) LCL filters, (5) pro-
gramming computer, (6) RL load, (7) controllable DC voltage source, (8) dSPACE platform’s
programming computer.

The experimental setup used for proof-of-concept has the parameters shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Experimental parameters.

Parameter Value

DC link voltage, vdc 30 V
Switching frequency (M2PC) 20 kHz

Sampling time, Ts 50µs
CF Weighting factors λio = 40, λv f = 20

LCL filter L f = 2.0 mH, C f = 11 µF, Lg = 1.0 mH
Load RL Rl = 10 Ω, Ll = 10 mH

Nominal voltage Enom = 15 V, ωnom = 2π · 50 Hz
Droop coefficients kp = 0.0015 V/W, kq = 0.0025 rad/sVar
Line impedance Roi = 0.1 Ω, Loi = 1.114 mH

Virtual resistance Rv= 2 Ω

7. Discussion

In both the simulation and implementation, the established control is capable of
operating the system properly.

7.1. Simulation Results

The obtained simulation results depicted in Figure 10 show that the established fixed-
switching-frequency M2PC strategy for the output current, io, works properly for the
steady-state conditions and for the transient after a load step-change doubling the RL load
(Figure 10a). The results of this output current phase a, ioa, (Figure 10b) correspond to the
fundamental current amplitude of 4.7 [A], and THD: 1.58%. For the capacitor voltage, v f ,
the waveforms are shown in Figure 10c, with values of fundamental voltage of 100.4 and
THD: 1.53% (Figure 10d) which is comparably lower than those obtained, for instance, for
the conventional FS-MPC scheme for VSI connected in an isolated AC microgrid (THD:
2.16%) [33].

In Figure 10e, the active power sharing of the RL load is shown. It can be seen that
the active power is properly shared among the two inverters in the isolated AC microgrid.
Additionally, at t = 0.075 s the load step-change is shown; the active power sharing is
properly kept among the two paralleled-LCL-filtered inverters. This active power sharing
shows that the established droop control with virtual resistance also works properly.

In Figure 10f, can be seen that the reactive power is properly shared among the two
inverters in the isolated AC microgrid. Additionally, at t = 0.075 s the load step-change
is shown; it can be seen that the reactive power sharing is properly kept among the two
paralleled-LCL-filtered inverters. This reactive power sharing shows that the established
droop control with virtual resistance also works properly.
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In Figure 10g, the circulating currents, icα and icβ, are shown. It can be seen that the
circulating currents are eliminated from the isolated AC microgrid system, showing that
the droop control and virtual resistance control strategies (Equations (22), (25), and (26),
respectively,) work properly.

It is important to highlight that the precision of this active power sharing (Figure 10e)
is higher than that obtained by the author in [33] [Figure 12], which uses modified FS-MPC
for two converters connected in parallel. A similar conclusion can be drawn by analysing
the results for the reactive power from Figure 10f, with a superior exactness of the reactive
power sharing than that obtained using FS-MPC in [33] [Figure 13].

Figure 12. Experimental results: oscilloscope view of the output currents, ioa, iob, ioc, and capacitor
voltage, v f a of the two-level three-phase VSI using the proposed fixed-switching frequency M2PC
control scheme in the islanded AC microgrid.
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Figure 13. Experimental results for the two-level three-phase VSI: (a) capacitor voltage, v f a, (b) THD
of capacitor voltage, phase a, v f a, (c) output current, ioabc, and (d) THD of output current, phase a, ioa.

7.2. Experimental Results

The obtained experimental results are shown in Figures 12 and 13. In Figure 13a, it
can be clearly seen that the capacitor voltage, in this case for the phase a, v f a is properly
controlled as expected. In Figure 13b, the THD value is ≈ 6.6%, and is contained within
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the established limits of standard deviation of 519-2014. This value is not superior to those
obtained with FS-MPC for paralleled power converters sharing a load [33]; however, it can
be seen that the harmonics spectrum is not spread throughout all the frequencies which, as
mentioned earlier, represents a main drawback of not fixing the frequency. As for islanded
mode, low levels of THD are important, the usage of four-leg power converters may be
relevant to provide better compensation for voltage unbalances [52].

For the experimentally obtained output currents, io, the waveforms are shown in
Figure 13c. The spectra analysis is shown in Figure 13d. There, it can be seen that the
low-frequency harmonics in the currents (500 Hz) may be occasioned by the unbalance
among the LCL filters and the RL load. Additionally, the harmonics content is in the
proximity of the limits of the 51st harmonics, with the currents bearing less distortion (≈
2.8%) with attenuated high frequencies by the filter inductances and the microgrid system.
Eventually, although beyond the scope of this work, this can be improved by establishing
this control strategy in a four-leg power converter that allows current to pass through the
neutral, and thus absorbing the unbalances of the system by controlling zero sequence
currents [52–54].

The obtained experimental results clearly show that application of the fixed-switching-
frequency M2PC scheme controls the LCL-filtered two-level three-phase VSI obtaining
proper waveforms for the capacitor voltages and the output currents, while allowing
balance across the whole microgrid system. The inclusion of a multivariable cost function
allowed these waveforms to track their references coming from the outer primary control
of the microgrid.

Inclusion of an LCL filter for the implemented islanded AC microgrid may have
advantages for a standalone system, especially if it is expected to bear a wide harmonic
spectrum produced using FS-MPC [33]. As in this work, an M2PC was implemented
and this spectrum was expected to be concentrated in only certain frequencies, with the
additional help of having the microgrid-side inductor, Lgrid [55].

These results contribute to the literature in the field, with M2PC algorithms to be
more considered for further research and development in the field of power converters
in microgrids, and thus proving the feasiblity of developing and applying M2PC in this
research field.

8. Conclusions

In this research, a fixed-switching-frequency M2PC is established for the capacitor
voltage control of an AC bus in an isolated AC microgrid system. This system bears a
decentralised power sharing control that employs droop control combined with virtual
resistance to balance the active and reactive power sharing between voltage source inverters.
The isolated AC microgrid is hierarchically controlled: the inner-control for the voltage
source inverter, and the primary control for the decentralised power sharing of the RL load.

Regarding the voltage source inverter, its control strategy is conceived as the inner-
predictive controller. The voltage source inverter operates in an isolated AC microgrid
connected through an LCL filter to an RL load that may be shared with other voltage source
inverters interfacing renewable-energy-based distributed generators. To ensure proper
operation, this inner-predictive-controller must control the voltage in the capacitor of the
LCL filter and improve the injected current in the AC microgrid, the output current of
the voltage source inverter. Thus, the inner controller design aims at achieving these two
control objectives: the capacitor voltage, v f , and the output current, io. The established
cost function to be minimised then becomes a multiobjective one (Equation (16)). Next,
for the space vector modulator, the vector region and duty cycles for each vector are
found, evaluating the new cost function (Equation (19)) at every sampling time in order to
minimise it. Subsequently, the generated six gate pulses are sent through optical fibre links
to the MOSFET-gate drives.

The references for the inner-control are given by the primary control in the studied AC
microgrid, with the voltage reference coming from the droop control with virtual resistance.
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In the hierarchical control of microgrids, references for frequency, voltage amplitude, active
power, and reactive power would be provided by the secondary controller. Nevertheless,
secondary control development lies beyond the scope of this study; thus, these references
are taken as given.

The inner-control given by the fixed-switching-frequency modulated model predictive
control exhibits improved performance in eliminating the drawbacks that classic predictive
control may have: inclusion of harmonics across the whole frequency spectrum, among
others. Additionally, it may allow for improved grid-connected operation with the LCL-
filtered voltage source inverters in the microgrid system. The primary control, the power
sharing of the RL load, proved to operate properly in the isolated AC microgrid system and
coordinated with the modulated model predictive inner-controller of the voltage source
inverter. Thus, load is equally shared between the two voltage source inverters in the
microgrid, and circulating currents are properly eliminated.

The research presented herein does not address the operation in grid-connected mode,
where control objectives may change. Grid-connected systems work utilising different
standards with distinct operation objectives as compared to islanded applications [33].
The implementation of a fixed-switching-frequency M2PC algorithm may considerably
improve coupling with the main grid, since the control and minimisation of harmonics
content is an important requirement for its successful and proper operation [56].

On the other side, the development of multiobjective optimisation used in this research
through the inclusion of the hybrid cost function, which contains the capacitor voltage
and output current (microgrid current), was not proved in grid-connected mode. There
is development in this field, for instance, the development of a multivariable hybrid
cost function containing the grid current, inverter-side current, and capacitor voltage
tracking, designed to stabilise an LCL-filtered grid-connected inverter [37]. Operation
of the studied microgrid system with paralleled VSIs under grid-connected mode using
this hybrid predictive control approach, represents potential research topics to further the
understanding of these control algorithms and systems.

As a multiobjective cost function was developed for this research, it was not part of
the scope to analyse the weighting factors’ sensitivity, for instance, as the study carried
out by [33]. Furthermore, it would be of interest to implement a cascaded MPC that
allows control of the relevant parameters to enable proper microgrid operation, either in
island mode or grid-connected mode, without using weighting factors. In this regard, an
interesting work to note might be that carried out by [57].

Additionally, no delay compensation was used for the M2PC algorithm in this research.
It is expectable that adding delay compensation, eventually, will improve the obtained
results. This would be something to realise in future research linked to this field.

Motivations for developing the proposed research can be summarised as follows:

1. The incipient development of predictive control strategies for power sharing control of
power converter-based microgrids can be spread to more M2PC-based applications.

2. Fixed-switching-frequency MPC schemes for power converters have the advantage
of fixing the harmonic spectrum to a single frequency. Thus, problems with coupling
between the different control levels could be avoided.

3. Use of the M2PC control strategy could ease the design of filters, and thus improve the
operation of the whole system.

4. Modulated model predictive control bears a robust control for the voltage tracking
performance of the power converter, compared to classical predictive control strategies
where the converters operate in parallel with a distributed droop controller.

5. Finally, research in the field of droop control and virtual impedance could be favoured
by the development and inclusion of new internal power converter control techniques.

For a clearer explanation of this work’s contribution compared with state-of-the-
art developments on fixed-switching-frequency modulated model predictive control and
microgrid applications, summary tables are presented below (Tables 4–6).
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Table 4. Summary of works on predictive control applied to microgrids.

Ref./Year Strategy Used Contribution to the Field Application to Microgrids Harmonics Consideration

[19]/2008 FS-MPC

- A digital bandstop filter is
introduced in the cost function for
shaping the frequency spectrum of

the currents.

N/A
- Harmonics content grouped in the

multiples of the PWM switching
pattern.

[30]/2008 Centralised MPC

- A MIMO state-space model is
developed, obtaining well-suited

performance on both voltage
reference-tracking and current

sharing objectives.

- Predictive controller is developed
as a central controller, disallowing

independent operation of the
inverters.

- Harmonics spectrum analysis not
considered.

[20]/2010 PDPC with SVM

- For obtaining the converter voltage
reference, a dead-beat predictive

controller is used, and the
commutation signals are obtained
utilising space vector modulation

(SVM) for a two-level
grid-connected converter; thus,

fixed-switching-frequency is
fulfilled

N/A

- THD was lower for the proposed
control algorithm than that obtained

with conventional direct power
control.

[31]/2012 Centralised MPC

- MPC algorithm with two
subproblems: a steady-state
subproblem and a transient

subproblem.

- MPC scheme developed with an
external-communication-based
centralised control system for

coordinating parallel operation of
different VSIs interfacing DGs

within a microgrid.
- Droop control for power sharing.

- Harmonics spectrum analysis not
considered.

[18]/2014 FS-MPC (M2PC)

- It obtains fundamental frequency
at the output of the FS-MPC

algorithm by using a low-pass filter
and then synthesising using a

modulator.

N/A
- Harmonics content grouped in the

multiples of the switching
frequency.

[21]/2015 FS-MPC (M2PC)
- The switching instants are

calculated by considering an inverse
SVM technique.

N/A
- Harmonics content grouped in the

multiples of the switching
frequency.
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Table 4. Cont.

Ref./Year Strategy Used Contribution to the Field Application to Microgrids Harmonics Consideration

[22]/2015 FS-MPC (M2PC)

- The switching instants are calculated
by considering an inverse SVM

technique.
- Applied to a CHB converter.

N/A - Harmonics content grouped in the
multiples of the switching frequency.

Table 5. Summary of works on predictive control applied to microgrids (cont. of Table 4).

Ref./Year Strategy Used Contribution to the Field Application to Microgrids Harmonics Consideration

[23]/2017 FS-MPC (M2PC)

- Improved FS-MPC with fast
computation and fixed switching

frequency, which shows advantages
in the two-level voltage-source

three-phase inverters.
- The number of sectors involving in

calculation of FS-MPC is reduced
from 6 to 1, which greatly improves

the calculation efficiency.

N/A
- The harmonic spectrum focused

around the switching frequency and
its multiple switching frequencies.

[17]/2018 FS-MPC (M2PC)

- M2PC algorithms applied to NPC
inverters.

- Multiobjective cost function and a
single-objective cost function.

N/A

- Lower THD in the currents
supplied to the grid.

- Harmonics content grouped in the
multiples of the switching

frequency.

[29]/2018 FS-MPC
- Cost function is utilised to realise
multiple control objectives and to
select the optimal switching state.

- Droop control loop for delivering
voltage references to FS-MPC.

- Harmonics spectrum analysis not
considered.

[33]/2018 FS-MPC

- Multivariable cost function with
terms for capacitor voltage, current
restriction, minimising switching

effort and a term for better tracking
of the derivative of the capacitor

voltage.

- Strategy applied to paralleled VSIs.
- Decentralised control using power

sharing with virtual
impedance-based droop control.

- Lower THD than hierarchical
linear control and classical FS-MPC,
but scattered throughout the entire

frequency range.
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Table 5. Cont.

Ref./Year Strategy Used Contribution to the Field Application to Microgrids Harmonics Consideration

[57]/2019 C-OSS-MPC

- Direct-predictive
power-control-based optimal

switching sequence.
- Cascade of outer MPC for power
control, and inner MPC for DC-link

capacitor control.

N/A
- Most of the harmonics contents

were concentrated in the
high-frequency range.

[1]/2020 FS-MPC
Improved FS-MPC using a capacitor
current estimator to regulate the VSI

output voltage.

- Strategy applied to paralleled VSIs.
- Decentralised control using power

sharing with
virtual-impedance-based droop

control.

- Lower THD than hierarchical
linear control and classical FS-MPC,
but scattered throughout the entire

frequency range.

Table 6. Summary of works on predictive control applied to microgrids (cont. of Table 5).

Ref./Year Strategy Used Contribution to the Field Application to Microgrids Harmonics Consideration

[24]/2020 FS-MPC

- To fix a certain switching frequency,
terms are added to the cost function

(notch filter, periodic control).
- Applied to grid-forming converters.

N/A - The harmonic spectrum focused
around the frequency reference.

[26]/2021 FS-MPC (M3PC)

- Modifies M2PC to achieve improved
performance and overmodulation

capability.
- Applied to grid-connected

converters.

N/A - Lower THD compared to
conventional M2PC.

[27]/2021 FS-MPC (M2PC)

- Continuous and discontinuous
modulation achieving fixed-switching

frequency.
- Applied to grid-connected

converters.

N/A - Fulfils grid codes for harmonics
limitations.
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Table 6. Cont.

Ref./Year Strategy Used Contribution to the Field Application to Microgrids Harmonics Consideration

[15]/2022 DBPC - Centralised MPC to control voltage
and power.

- Centralised MPC to replace
primary and secondary control in

DC microgrids.
- N/A

[28]/2022 FS-MPC (ANN-M2PC)

- Utilisation of ANN to optimally
define the duty cycles of the active

vectors.
- It retains all FS-MPC features plus

fixed-switching frequency.

N/A

- Improved results for the
harmonics spectrum but with an
increase in computational burden

compared to traditional M2PC.

This paper FS-MPC (M2PC)

- M2PC applied to VSI into a
decentralised and hierarchically

controlled AC microgrid.
- Implementation of an M2PC

algorithm with a multivariable cost
function.

- Strategy applied to paralleled VSIs.
- Decentralised control using power

sharing with
virtual-impedance-based droop

control.

- Lower THD in the currents
supplied to the microgrid.

- Harmonics content grouped in the
multiples of the switching

frequency.
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M2PC Modulated model predictive control
VSI Voltage source inverter
MPC Model predictive control
FS-MPC Finite-set model predictive control
DG Distributed generator
MG Microgrid
SVM Space vector modulation
SVPWM Space vector pulse-width modulation
ANN Artificial neural network
DBPC Deadbeat predictive control
PDPC Predictive direct power control
CF Cost function
NPC Neutral-point-clamped
MIMO Multiple-input–multiple-output
LC Inductor–capacitor
LCL Inductor–capacitor–inductor
MOSFET Metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor
PWM Pulse-width modulation
DC Direct current
RL Resistor–inductor
DSP Digital signal processor
THD Total harmonic distortion
FPGA Field-programmable gate array
I/O Input-output
ADC Analogue-to-digital-converter
C-OSS-MPC Cascaded-optimal switching sequence model predictive control
M3PC Modified modulated model predictive control
ANN-M2PC Artificial neural network modulated model predictive control
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